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Series                         bloom size                 type                        market season                               forms available   
Cool Wave medium F1 spring, fall seed, plugs
Halloween Improved medium F1 spring, fall seed, plugs
Joker  medium F2 spring seed
Ultima  large F1 spring, fall seed, plugs
Bolero  large F1 spring, fall seed, plugs
Delta  large F1 spring, fall seed, plugs
Desiderio large F1 spring, fall seed
Imperial large F1 spring, fall seed, plugs
Karma  large F1 spring, fall seed, plugs
Spring Matrix large F1 spring seed, plugs
Majestic Giants II extra large F1 spring seed, plugs
Mammoth extra large F1 spring, fall seed, plugs

PANSY QUICK FACTS

Cool Wave plants develop 
lateral branches faster in larger 
plug sizes, spreading faster 
and filling out your baskets and 
containers more quickly. Plug 
sizes smaller than 288 are not 
recommended.
See pg. 187 for plug trays to 
purchase along with your 
Cool Wave pansy seed.

Grower tip

Perfect partners for 
cool season sales
Think beyond packs for pansy 
sales in the spring. Cool Wave 
produces impressive baskets and 
containers that are ideal for fall 
decor. Sell along side dianthus, 
diascia, snapdragons, stock, 
and classic garden mums for big 
profits.

Looking to extend profits 
beyond a container? 
Complement your bedding plant 
sales with ornamental corn, 
gourds, pumpkins and other 
accents that customers can place 
along side containers for perfect 
curb appeal.

TRAILING PANSIES
A great addition to your hanging basket line! Unlike normal 
upright pansies, the vigor of trailing pansies translates to 
fewer plants per pot and a spreading habit that will cascade 
over pots to as much as 30"! Try including it as a ‘spiller’ in 
mixed combo’s, or even as a high impact ground cover.

Cool Wave® SerieS
Twice the spread…double the color!
Wow 'em with Cool Wave – hands down, it’s the fastest-
growing, longest-lasting, truly trailing pansy for Spring and 
Autumn. One trip to the garden center for lush baskets or pots 
for in-ground planting, is enough to convince anyone that Cool 
Wave is a cool-season gardener’s dream. Height: 6-8", 24-30" 
spread. 
23031-10-06 Blue Skies: Mid-blue.      
20981-10-06 Fire: Rich, dark red with yellow face. 
23336-10-06 Raspberry: Rich, velvety rosy-purple. 
23214-10-06 Morpho: Bright pastel blue and yellow.
22715-10-06 Purple: Clear deep purple.      
22835-10-06 Sunshine 'n Wine: Yellow with maroon  
whiskers and upper petals. Most vigorous of the series.
22353-10-06 Mix: Fire, Frost, Golden Yellow, Purple, 
Sunshine 'n Wine, Violet Wing, White, and Yellow.
Any of the Cool Wave Series:
Raw primed seed: 100 sds $19.20; 500 sds $90.25. 
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 *Note that flower size can change significantly based on temperature and other growing conditions.
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